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Abstract

Programmability in the network has accelerated in-network applications like NATs, firewalls, caching, etc. However, much of this programmability is only compile-time. Outside changing a few configuration parameters or packet processing rules, changing the functionality requires taking the network element offline and reflashing it. We explore the use of FPGA partial reconfiguration primitives to reprogram network elements piece by piece without requiring to take the whole device offline. We identify key requirements such a solution must provide and find that existing work on enabling runtime reconfiguration does not fully meet these requirements. We explore potential ways to meet all the key requirements. We build and test a preliminary prototype on Alveo U280 FPGA board to validate the feasibility of using FPGA partial reconfiguration to provide runtime reconfiguration.

This report documents our preliminary study into the implementation of a runtime reconfigurable packet processing pipeline on an FPGA NIC. We hope this report provides useful guidance in designing similar artifacts or using our code (https://github.com/StaRR-NIC/starrnic-public, https://github.com/StaRR-NIC/xup_vitis_network_example/blob/starrnic/Notebooks/measure_exp.py).
1 Introduction

Recent advances in programmable ASICs [5, 8, 7], FPGAs [2, 4], and NPUs [1] have increasing the functionality that we can run on network switches and network interface cards (NICs) more sophisticated. The programmability enables them to run complex network functions--like NATs, firewalls, and load balancers [20, 25]--and to accelerate end-host applications [19, 27, 23] in addition to traditional functions like forwarding and filtering packets. With this trend, cloud service providers are deploying these advanced network devices in their production networks [3, 16, 6].

While NICs and switches have become programmable, until recently, they only provided compile-time programmability for the data plane. Before deploying a NIC or switch to serve traffic, a developer writes a program for the desired data plane functions. This is then compiled into a binary image (e.g., firmware for NICs) and flashed to the data plane. However, once the device is activated, it effectively becomes fixed in its function. Changing device programs requires careful planning ahead to avoid disruption, such as draining user traffic, provisioning capacity elsewhere, reflashing the devices, and finally reconnecting them.

Ideally, we want to be able to reprogram the data plane at runtime without requiring to take down the NIC/switch (for reflashing). While doing so, we do not want any significant packet loss or performance degradation during runtime reconfiguration (zero downtime runtime reconfiguration). Apart from this, for practical deployment, we also want reconfigurable NICs and switches to satisfy the following key requirements: (1) The performance and resource usage should be governed by the functions built by the developers and not by the control/management logic. (2) When performing runtime reconfiguration, the data plane logic must be updated consistently. We will discuss consistency models used in the packet processing context in §3.1. (3) For any stateful logic, the state must be preserved during and after reconfiguration. (4) To support concurrent applications from different tenants, they must support key properties required for multi-tenancy, including resource sharing and isolation during the reconfiguration period and normal operations. (5) As a single instance of the packet processing logic may not provide high performance, we want the ability to replicate logic to gain performance from parallelism.

While there are some recent attempts to address the limitation of compile-time programmability [34, 15, 31, 21], we observe that none of the existing work satisfies the all of the above requirements (§3.2).

We explore the design space of the runtime reconfigurable NIC architecture to understand what it takes to meet the above requirements. In particular, we focus on FPGA-based NICs that support partial reconfiguration (PR) that can be used for re-configuring a part of the NIC data plane.

We implemented a preliminary prototype on the Xilinx Alveo U280 FPGA board to verify the feasibility of using FPGA partial reconfiguration to support zero downtime runtime reconfiguration (§4). Our microbenchmarks show that our design can maintain its peak throughput without any packet loss during a reconfiguration period with a small spike in latency.

This report documents our preliminary study into the implementation of a runtime reconfigurable packet processing pipeline on an FPGA NIC. We hope this report provides useful guidance in designing similar artifacts or using our code (https://github.com/StaRR-NIC/starrnic-public, https://github.com/StaRR-NIC/xup_vitis_network_example/blob/starrnic/Notebooks/measure_exp.py).
2 Background

FPGA. Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) are a family of hardware devices that can be reconfigured (“field-programmable”). To support this, an FPGA is composed of an array of generic logic blocks/gates, memory elements, and wires. A configuration memory region holds what computations the blocks perform and how they are interconnected by the wires. A firmware image or bitstream describes the configuration and can be loaded onto the FPGA to reconfigure its operation. During this reconfiguration the FPGA is not operational.

Partial Reconfiguration. Partial reconfiguration (PR) is a primitive that allows users to reconfigure a subset of FPGA logic at runtime, i.e., while the FPGA is operational. Users pre-define a PR region (PRR) or dynamic region. Users can then compile and load a bitsream to reconfigure just the circuit/logic inside the dynamic region at runtime. The circuit outside the dynamic region continues to operate as usual. The region that cannot be reconfigured at runtime is typically referred to as the static region.

During the PR operation, any logic running inside the PRR will be corrupted and any memory inside the PRR is lost. To protect against corrupt logic, typically the dynamic region is decoupled from the static region during the PR operation. This simply means that during the PR operation, the logic in the static region ignores the values of the signals originating from the dynamic region (as they may be corrupt).

For a more detailed background, we refer the reader to [30].

3 Design space exploration

Overview. For a runtime reconfigurable FPGA NIC, the design running on the FPGA will have (1) network functions (NFs) that users will run, and (2) logic to manage interaction between the network functions, the host server (PCIe interface), and the wire (NIC interface). The NFs will typically sit in the PR regions and the management logic will sit in the static region.

In our discussion, we define an NF as the processing functionality inside one PR region. The static design does not have visibility inside the NF (it cannot control how packets move through modules inside the NF). If multiple logical NFs sit inside a single PR region, we simply refer to these as sub NFs. The management logic and the NFs may also have both control plane logic and data plane logic. The control plane logic may be used for instance to collect telemetry data, or change packet forwarding behavior, etc.

We identify what features a runtime reconfigurable FPGA NIC may want to provide, and then we discuss how an implementation may provide these features.

3.1 Requirements

1. Performance (throughput and latency) and resource efficiency. We want the performance and resource consumption to be largely determined by the user provided network functions instead of the static management logic.
2. **Zero downtime runtime reconfiguration.** During runtime reconfiguration, we do not want any lost packets, loss in throughput, rise in latency, or any significant increase in resource consumption (resource consumption might increase as some reconfiguration strategies require resource headroom to program the new functionality).

3. **Consistent updates.** The literature has considered different consistency models. We classify them into two categories (per-packet, and across-packets) and summarize them here:

   (a) Per-packet. Consistency is defined based on what NFs process an individual packet.
   
   - Atomicity. If only a single NF is reconfigured, then we just want a packet to be processed by the old NF or the new NF. A packet should not be processed by an intermediate garbled NF.
   - Packet consistency [28]. If multiple NFs need to be reconfigured at the same time, we want a packet to be processed by either the old NFs or the new NFs. It shouldn’t be the case that a packet is processed by one old NF and one new NF. If a packet is processed by one new NF and one old NF, this situation provides atomicity but not packet consistency.
   - Suffix causal consistency [24]. This is a weaker consistency model than packet consistency. A packet may be processed by an old NF followed by a new NF (but not the other way round).

   (b) Across-packets. Consistency is defined based on what NFs process potentially multiple packets [34]. These become interesting when there are potentially multiple control paths through the NFs.
   
   - Program consistent. If a packet is processed by a new NF, then all subsequent packets must be processed by only the new NFs. Note, in packet consistency, a packet may be processed by old NFs even if some other packet has been processed by new NFs. This is stronger than packet consistency.
   - Element consistent. If a packet is processed by a new NF, then all subsequent packets that would be processed by the new NF in the new program, must be processed by the new NF. This is weaker than program consistency, but different from packet consistency, i.e., there are scenarios that are element consistent but not packet consistent and vice versa.
   
   For instance, say there is only one control path and NF1 and NF2 need to be changed. If only one of the NFs is changed, the scenario is element consistent but not packet consistent. Now say both NFs are changed, but old copies of the NFs are also present in the system. If some packets go through old NFs and some through new NFs this is packet consistent but not element consistent.
   - Execution consistent. If a packet $P$ is processed by a new NF, then all subsequent packets that traverse the same control path as $P$ must be processed by the new NF.

4. **State or memory.** NFs may maintain some state. This state may also be shared between NFs (e.g., in a pipeline of NFs, upstream NFs may want to communicate results to downstream
NFs, or NF replica instances might want to share state for synchronization). State maintained by an NF may need to be preserved across the reconfiguration.

5. **Multi-tenancy**. Runtime reconfiguration enables applications like temporal and spatial multiplexing of different network functions and dynamic resource allocation to different network functions. This multiplexing is a useful feature for multi-tenant cloud environments that might share FPGA hardware for network functions (and potentially other non-networking applications). We list additional features that the FPGA design may want to provide for such a setting. These are motivated from [31, 22].

   (a) Resource sharing/isolation. NFs from different tenants might be deployed on the same FPGA NIC. For efficiency we want NFs to share resources (computational or memory) whenever possible. We also want them to be isolated (performance/security). For instance, a slow NF should not slow down packet processing of another tenant. An NF should not to be able to read/write the state of an NF from another tenant.

   (b) Sharing/isolation during runtime reconfiguration. The resource sharing and isolation properties described above should not be violated before, during, or after a reconfiguration operation.

6. **Replication or support for non-line-rate NFs**. Not all network functions may support high throughput. To support line rate performance, such network functions may be replicated [21]. Depending on the tradeoff choice, to simultaneously support zero downtime reconfiguration, consistent updates, and isolation/sharing, the static design may need to be explicitly aware of replicas. We discuss this further in §3.2 (“lose performance” in bullet 2).

### 3.2 Meeting the requirements

We discuss how the requirements might be met and how existing work meets them. We summarize this in Table 1.

1. **Performance (throughput and latency) and resource efficiency**. A number of prior works use *overlays* to provide partial reconfiguration. While FPGAs provide the abstraction of logical blocks, gates, memory, and wires; overlays implement a higher level abstraction (think of them as processors that can be configured or run instructions provided by users). Users then reprogram (or reconfigure) the overlay (or the processor) by providing new instructions (or configuration). FPGA PR changes the configuration of the logic blocks, gates etc.; overlay PR changes the configuration (instructions) of the overlay processor. Overlays are used by [34, 15, 31] to provide runtime reconfiguration.

   Typically, generating a bitstream for a PRR is time-consuming. The compiler needs to place and route logical hardware description onto the physical blocks on the FPGA. Generating configuration of the overlay however is quick. Typically, is no placement/routing involved. The configuration of the overlay is like a software program that describes what sequence of instructions need to be performed.
However, overlays come at a cost. Functionality is limited by the abstractions provided by the overlay. As a result an NF implemented using the overlay’s abstraction might consume more resources and have poorer performance compared to one implemented directly using the FPGA’s programming abstraction.

We can get the best of both worlds (fast compilation, and resource efficiency and performance) by having separate optimized overlays for different types of NFs, e.g., we can have one overlay that implements telemetry, and another overlay that implements intrusion detection, etc.. Users can then quickly reconfigure the overlays if they want to make small changes to the running NFs (using overlay reconfiguration or overlay PR). For instance if an overlay implements a count-min sketch [13] for telemetry, the overlay may support reconfiguring the number of rows/columns of the sketch, the flow key used by the sketch, etc.. If the users want to completely replace the NF (e.g., replace a telemetry NF with an intrusion detection NF), they can do this using FPGA PR. The optimized overlays can be precompiled offline as a result the long FPGA compilation times are not part for the critical path of runtime reconfiguration. Note, concrete NFs can also be precompiled, but optimized overlays offer more flexibility.

2. Zero downtime runtime reconfiguration. In a PR operation, the area being reconfigured cannot be used to process packets. Due to this we face a choice between three things (also

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Limited by overlay</td>
<td>Limited by overlay</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>High resource overhead (all NFs need to be replicated)</td>
<td>Limited by overlay</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero downtime runtime reconfiguration</td>
<td>✓ (Resource headroom)</td>
<td>✓ (Resource headroom)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓ (Lose performance)</td>
<td>✓ (Resource headroom)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistent updates</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓ (all NFs are changed together)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stateful NFs</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ (high latency)</td>
<td>✓ (high latency)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State sharing between NFs</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓ (high latency)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isolation</td>
<td>✓ (line-rate by default due to overlay)</td>
<td>✓ (line-rate by default due to overlay)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ (need to manually schedule between NFs (accelerators))</td>
<td>✓ (run-to-completion, no packet reordering)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource sharing</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replication or support for non-line-rate NFs</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Summary of requirements and prior work.
Figure 1: Tradeoff space to provide zero downtime runtime reconfiguration. NF2 is being reconfigured.

- Lose functionality. We can choose to lose the functionality provided by the area being reconfigured. To avoid any loss or degradation in performance (throughput, latency), we would need to bypass the area being reconfigured before the PR operation.
- Resource headroom. If we have some extra area on the FPGA that is unused (say scratch area), we can configure the new functionality in the scratch area. And then convert the old functionality into a scratch area. To support this, we would need to divert traffic from the old functionality area to the new functionality area.
- Lose performance. This is applicable when there are multiple instances of an NF running. We can divert packets to a subset of the replicas, we can then reconfigure the area of the remainder replicas. This is the choice made by [21].

Note, to implement this choice, the static design needs to be aware of the replicas to be able to control traffic between them. If the replicas are inside an NF as sub NF instances (i.e., the replicas are all inside a single PR region), then the static design cannot control traffic between them.

All the above choices require us to be able to divert traffic away or towards specific NFs (or areas) on the FPGA. This is typically fulfilled by a configurable interconnect [15].

Interconnect. On chip interconnects have been investigated in the hardware community [14]. Different interconnect choices trade off resources, throughput, latency, flexibility (traffic patterns that can be supported).

From the point of view of PR, and supporting zero downtime runtime reconfiguration, we can afford the interconnect to have high latency. The latency differences between interconnect choices would be on the order of a few clock cycles (at most 10s of nanoseconds) which is insignificant compared to microseconds of network propagation delays. However, a property we’d like to have is flexibility, i.e., the traffic patterns the interconnect can support. As the
FPGA is reconfigured, the placement of NFs may evolve over time. To be able to redirect traffic between NFs for PR operations, the interconnect might need to support large volume of traffic between an arbitrary pair of NFs. The complexity of the interconnect grows with the number of input/output ports of the interconnect. In an FPGA NIC design the interconnect will have one I/O port for each NF (PR region), one I/O port for each NIC interface (wire), and one I/O port for each host interface.

Interconnects that can support arbitrary permutation of traffic between their ports are called non-blocking interconnects (e.g., clos [12], crossbar, benes [9], batcher-banyan [26]). Blocking interconnects (e.g., ring, bus, tree, torus) on the other hand may not allow all permutations of traffic. If we consider different non-blocking interconnects, they tradeoff resources, latency, and potentially throughput (clock speed). A large clos topology will have lower resources, and higher throughput (clock speed) but higher latency than a crossbar for the same number of input output ports. However, in practice, NxN non-blocking interconnects (N inputs and N outputs), are implemented using multiple instances of 4x4 or 5x5 interconnects (typically crossbars). For small enough N, we do not get much resource benefits from the interconnects like clos compared to a crossbar. For today’s FPGAs, we are able to instantiate 16x16 crossbars without much degradation in the clock speed (i.e., can support min sized packets at 100 Gbps linerate). This is large enough to support 12 PR regions, 2 NIC interfaces and 2 host interfaces. Given the area of today’s FPGAs and the area it takes to implement meaningful network functions, we do not expect more than 10s of PR regions. Hence, crossbars suffice.

It is an open question as to what is the best sweet spot between resources, latency, throughput, and flexibility is if/when the number of PR regions we can/wish to support increases in the future. A potential sweet spot is proposed by [15]. They reduce flexibility by clustering NFs and then only allow rerouting between NFs within the same cluster.

A configurable interconnect design not considered by prior work (to the best of our knowledge) is to have the interconnect sit inside a PR region. The interconnect then just hard codes the connections between its inputs and outputs. When the on-chip routing needs to be changed, the hard coded wires can be changed using a PR operation. Note, we cannot take the interconnect offline, so to support a PR operation on the interconnect, we would have two instances of the interconnect. To swap out the interconnect, we would need to divert the traffic to the other interconnect before performing the PR operation on the interconnect. Then we can redirect traffic to the new interconnect. To support redirecting traffic between the two interconnect interfaces we can use a simple crossbar interconnect (this is fine as we only need few ports on the crossbar).

In the hardware literature, another important aspect of interconnects is the routing protocol used by the interconnect. We can simplify this in the networking context, by having routes computed offline on the host server as opposed on online on the FPGA. Typically, the set of NFs that need to process different flows is known. Thus, we can segregate flows by the set of NFs that need to process the flows. Then we can compute routes for each class of flows offline and install routing rules in the interconnect. These rules can be changed as traffic/requirements evolve.
3. **Consistent updates.** We want to provide ensure updates are consistent when multiple NFs (PRRs) need to be reconfigured simultaneously. If we can only reconfigure one PRR at a time, then multiple NFs need to be reconfigured one-by-one. As a result there may be periods when one NF has been reconfigured, but another NF has not. Such cases can violate packet consistency. To ensure consistency isn’t violated, we need to keep around the old NF configurations until all NFs (that need to be reconfigured simultaneously) have been reconfigured. To keep around old NFs, we need some resource headroom, and we also need a way to route packets through old and new NFs (this is done through versioned routing).

**Versioning.** This is described in [28] (*two-phase update*). Specifically, packets are tagged with a version number. Packets are routed based on their version number. New NFs can be installed with newer version numbers (these are *unobservable* by the packets without the new version number). When all the new NFs are configured, packets can then be tagged with the new version number (this is a one-touch update in the terminology of [28]).

4. **State or memory.** Any memory inside the PR region is lost. If we want state to be preserved, this memory needs to sit in the static design (outside the PR regions).

One option is to have the memory right next to the PR region and only allow memory accesses from the function inside the associated PR region. With this design the preserved state cannot be directly shared between the NFs, and if the NF is relocated due to PR (this happens in the resource headroom approach to achieve zero downtime runtime reconfiguration), then it cannot access the state.

Another option is to have an interconnect between NFs and memory modules. This way any NF can access any memory region. The downside of this approach is that memory access time is increased. This can potentially stall the throughput of read after write operations. Possible solutions include: (1) have a cache that sits close to the NFs (can also be inside the PR region), (2) use processing-in-memory, i.e., have some generic compute logic collocated with the memory (e.g., increment by constant, add data in two addresses), the NFs then send memory manipulation instructions over the interconnect. Such solutions are present in the Netronome Agilio NICs [1].

5. **Multi-tenancy.**

(a) **Resource sharing.** Menshen [31], through its use of overlays, allows sharing compute resources between NFs. Depending on the packet headers (flow ID), the overlay can run different instructions. If NFs are directly programmed on the FPGA (without an overlay), they may be performing arbitrary computation and there is no way to share the area with some other NF.

In our vision of overlays that are optimized for different overlays (§3.2 bullet 1), resources can be shared between NFs of the same type (overlay). For instance, the telemetry NFs from two tenants can share resources. The flow key and measurement statistic could be specified by the overlay configuration, and computation/measurement is done by the same physical resources for the two NFs.
If an overlay is shared and a tenant wants to replace the overlay used by the NF (e.g., move from a telemetry NF to a firewall NF), then the sharing cannot continue. The new NF would need to be placed in a new PR region or it can be shared with another NF that uses the firewall overlay (from potentially a third tenant).

(b) Isolation. There may be cases where some NFs are slow. If the packets are processed in FIFO order, then these slow NFs might slow down the throughput of packets that never need to be processed by this slow NF (head-of-line (HoL) blocking). [22] provides isolation in these settings by scheduling packets to NFs. If the NF that should process a packet is busy, the packets go into a scheduling buffer. This design may limit performance. The scheduler may need to schedule packets to multiple NFs in the same cycle and the interconnect might limit how many packets can be sent from the scheduler in one cycle. An alternate design is to have a scheduler (priority queue, e.g., PIFO [29]) before every NF.

There may be cases when an NF processes packets quickly for one tenant (say tenant A) but slowly for another tenant (say tenant B). In this case, packets of tenant B may fill the priority queue. When this happens, the priority queue should drop packets in priority order to avoid HoL blocking, i.e., drop tenant B’s packets whenever tenant A’s packets arrive and the queue has B’s packets [18].

4 Prototype Implementation & Microbenchmarks

We perform microbenchmarks to verify if there are any unanticipated challenges associated with partial reconfiguration and meeting the zero downtime reconfiguration requirement. We implement a basic prototype that allows bypassing a network function and reconfiguring it (loss of functionality tradeoff from §3.2). We measure throughput and latency during reconfiguration.

Setup. Our testbed consists of two FPGAs (Xilinx Alveo U280 boards [2]). One FPGA serves as a traffic source and sink. The other FPGA is the device-under-test (DUT) on which we perform the PR operation. We use [33] to implement the traffic source/sink. Since our source/sink are on the same device, we can accurately measure round trip latency. Our DUT code builds upon/uses the projects: Open NIC [32], and Corundum [17].

We compile a static design with a single PR region, we compile two NFs that can fit into the PR region and use PR operations to change the NF running. The operation involves diverting packets away from the PR region (this is done using a demultiplexer), then reconfiguring the PR region, and finally diverting traffic back to the PR region. We also ensure that during reconfiguration, the static design does not look at the signals coming from the PR region, we do this using a multiplexer attached to each signal originating from the PR region.

We use UDP packets with 64B payload. This is the minimum packet size that our traffic source/sink supports. This translates to 64 + UDP (8), IP (20), Ethernet(14) and FCS (4) = 110B frames, or 110 + IFG (12), preamble (7), start frame delimiter (1) = 130B on the wire. On a 100Gbps link, the theoretical maximum packet rate for this packet size is 100 * 1000 Mbps / (130 * 8 bits per packet) = 96.15 Mpps.
We perform PR over the JTAG interface on the FPGA board. The operation involves opening Vivado hardware manager, reconfiguring the multiplexers and demultiplexers, and finally loading the partial bitstream that reconfigures the PR region. This process takes roughly 32.5 seconds. When a PR operation finishes, we invoke another one after 5 seconds. So we get a PR operation every 37.5 seconds. [21] implements PR over PCIe, which is faster and does not require launching the Vivado hardware manager.

To measure throughput, we continuously send packets from the source and then at the sink keep track of how many packets arrived by any given time. The throughput is calculated as (total packets arrived/time since start of experiment). To measure latency, we send a probe packet every 50 clock cycles (the benchmarking design has 294 Mhz clock). The benchmarking tool maintains a counter incremented every clock cycle. The counter value is injected into the packet payload and compared with the counter value at packet receive time to obtain the packet round trip time (latency).

**Observations.** We show throughput and latency during PR operations in Figure 2. We observe that throughput is not affected by PR operations. We observe a small latency spike every other PR operation. We do not exactly know the cause of this. We suspect this is due to delay added in reconfiguring the multiplexers/demultiplexers. There is no packet loss.
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Availability

The code for this project is available at https://github.com/StaRR-NIC/starrnic-public. Our benchmarking code is available at https://github.com/StaRR-NIC/xup_vitis_network_example/blob/starrnic/Notebooks/measure_exp.py.
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